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"MONSTER"

The movie "MONSTER" is an adaptation of the
novel written by Walter Dean Myers which
follows the experience of a young Black
teenager who goes from being an artistic
student to a defendant in a murder robbery trial.

This movie and book both beg the
question of identity, perception,
justice and jails, and is a great
opportunity to have in depth
conversations with young folks about
their own identities and thoughts
around how they ae perceived.

PREPARE FOR REAL TALK
There is a strong theme in the movie and book that encourage questions
around race, the criminal justice system, peer pressure, and the impact of
stereotyping. Be prepared for real, introspective conversation, and to give
honest answers. Young folks understand the idea of "complicated", don't shy
away from what might feel uncomfortable.

THE CRIMINALIZATION OF BLACK STUDENTS
This movie also brings to light the grave impact that the bias of folks in power
has on the lives of Black children and teens. The over-policing that happens in
schools by biased educators, administrators, and school resource officers,
forces marginalized students into the "school to prison pipeline" that continues
to claim the freedom and aspirations of young, gifted, Black students across the
nation. School policies including zero-tolerance expulsion and ticketing for
things like tone and dress code violations have horrible implications for Black
students, reducing their learning time and introducing them to institutional
violence at an early age. These experiences instill feelings of fear and anxiety in
regard to school, overshadowing their interests and ability to flourish
academically.
Resources regarding the criminalization of Black students:
"Pushout: The Criminalization of Black Girls in Schools" by Monique W. Morris.
End Criminalization of Youth Policy Brief: The Movement for Black Lives
Throwing Children Away: The School to Prison Pipeline: Justice Policy Institute

TIPS FOR DISCUSSING IDENTITY
AND BIAS WITH CHILDREN
Has your scholar experienced the impact of identity bias
or racism in their school? Some students may feel that
they can relate to the plight of the main character and it
can be helpful to process those feelings. Here are a few
questions to help start a deep conversation after
watching this movie:
How do you think that Steven sees himself? Do you
think others see him the same way? How do you see
yourself? Do you think your teachers see you that
way?
What are some moments in the movie that made you
feel nervous or scared for Steven? What moments
made you feel happy or excited for him?
When do you feel most safe? When do you feel most
anxious? What do you do when you feel those
feelings?

Tell Your
Story!
Text SPEAK
to 797979

SO... WHAT DID YOU THINK?
We'd love to know your thoughts! Text SPEAK to 797979 to share your story with us!
Questions to consider:
How did your child respond to the movie?
Did you/y'all connect with the characters or plot?
What are some emotions that came up for you as a parent or guardian?
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"MONSTER"

The movie "MONSTER" is an adaptation of the
novel written by Walter Dean Myers which
follows the experience of a young Black teenager
who goes from being an artistic student to a
defendant in a murder robbery trial.

This movie and book both beg the
question of identity, perception,
justice and jails, and is a great
opportunity to have in depth
conversations with young folks about
their own identities and thoughts
around how they ae perceived.

PREPARE FOR REAL TALK
There is a strong theme in the movie and book that encourage questions around
race, the criminal justice system, peer pressure, and the impact of stereotyping.
Be prepared for real, introspective conversation, and to give honest answers.
Young folks understand the idea of "complicated", don't shy away from what
might feel uncomfortable.

THE IMPACT OF PERCEPTION, IDENTITY,
AND THE CRIMINALIZATION OF BLACK
STUDENTS IN SCHOOLS
This movie brings to light the grave impact that the bias of folks in power has on
the lives of Black children and teens. When we consider the current overpolicing that happens in schools, by biased educators, administrators, and
school resource officers, we are able to draw a line to the pervasive "school to
prison pipeline" that has claimed the freedom and aspirations of harrowing
numbers of young, gifted Black students across the nation.
As an educator, can you identify a time when your bias or perception of a
student impacted their experience in a negative manner? Engage in this
practice of reflection by answering these questions:
How did the student respond at the moment?
If the student named bias or racism as the reason for this interaction, how
did you respond to being called out on your bias?
What role did your identity or positional power play in the situation?
What learning or experience led you to understand how your actions were
harmful?

CLASSROOM CONNECTION
One key component of "MONSTER" is the emphasis it
makes on storytelling and artistic expression.
ACTIVITY: Ask your students to develop a self-story in
3rd person that describes their own feelings and
experience at a time when they felt the way that
someone perceived them didn't match their actual
identity. Guide your students in an open and honest
discussion around themes that may highlight
discrimination, power dynamics, or stereotypes rooted
in race, class, gender, etc.

Tell your story #NotAMonster #DontPushUsOut

Tell Your
Story!

Text SPEAK
to 797979

We know that stories like this are not fictional and happen to folks on a daily basis. We believe that by
elevating the experiences of students, parents, and communities, we can bring light to the real-life
implications of racism and bias in the educational system and the importance of creating safe and
inclusive learning spaces. We invite you to share your story with us by texting SPEAK to 797979 today!

